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QUESTION 1

Which task can an Aruba Air Monitor (AM) perform? 

A. Analyze wireless traffic patterns at the application level. 

B. Optimize RF through the AP channel and transmit power plans. 

C. Analyze RF signals to determine the cause of non-802.11 interference. 

D. Help to detect rogue APs in the environment. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A network administrator examines a list of 2.4GHz clients with low performance in the Mobility Master (MM) dashboard.
Which property for a client should pose a concern as a potential performance issue? 

A. Radio PHY of HT 20MHz 

B. Max speed of 72Mbps 

C. SNR of 18 

D. Usage of 10 MB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company plans to deploy a Mobility Master (MM) solution with two MM nodes. The MM solution will manage 10
Mobility Controller (MC) appliances that will control a total of 400 APs. 

How should the network administrator install the AP licenses? 

A. 40 AP licenses on the MM and no licenses on the MC 

B. 400 AP licenses on the MM and no licenses on the MC 

C. 800 AP licenses on each MC and no licenses on the MC 

D. 800 AP licenses on the MM and 40 AP licenses on each MC 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A network administrator adds a global rule in the area shown in the exhibit. Where does the global rule take effect? 

A. It immediately applies only to the guest role, as part of the final policy applied to the role. Administrators cannot apply
the rule to other roles. 

B. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role. 

C. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the final policy applied to the role. 

D. It immediately applies only to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role.
Administrators can choose to apply the rule to other roles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is one difference between how administrators can use the Mobility Master (MM) Interface as compared to the
AirWave Management Platform? 

A. AirWave shows trends for the past several minutes, while MM shows historical data. 

B. MM shows trends for the past several minutes, while AirWave shows historical data. 

C. AirWave shows the current signal level for the client connection, while MM does not show RF statistics. 

D. MM shows user and role information associated with clients, while AirWave does not. 

Correct Answer: B 
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